At HP, we believe healthcare workflows must ease clinician burnout—not contribute to it. That’s why we’ve purpose-built HP Healthcare Print Solutions for clinical settings. These technologies are designed for workflow efficiency and streamlined care coordination so clinicians can get back to what matters most: patient care.

To help give time back to clinicians, HP Healthcare Print Solutions address some of the most common workflow challenges clinicians face.

80% of care providers surveyed say they’re at capacity or overextended.¹

25% of their time doing paperwork.

CHALLENGE:
Clinicians, on average, log into IT systems 70x per day.²

SOLUTION:
Single sign-on simplicity
Leverage the Imprivata-enabled employee identity badge for more secure, tap-in/tap-out sign on with the Zebra TC52-HC touch computer and HP Healthcare Edition Multifunction Printers with HP Advance. That means no complex passwords, no manually mapped print devices, and no wasted time.
**CHALLENGE:**
Adding documents to an EMR and sorting through patient data takes valuable time.

"We spend so much of our day inputting or verifying information on our computers in our EMR or other systems. It often feels like most of our work involves meeting regulatory requirements as opposed to actually caring for patients. This can lead to a lot of stress and, ultimately, burnout."

**SOLUTION:**
Simplify document exchange and auto digitize to the cloud

Send and receive patient information with enhanced security using HP Workpath's cloud-based Biscom for Healthcare, a secure file delivery solution that is fully integrated with Epic and Cerner. Documents are automatically digitized directly into your EMR or document management system, and are indexed, searchable, viewable, and trackable, so you can improve clinical decision support. Biscom for Healthcare helps eliminate the inefficiencies of traditional fax workflows, allowing clinicians to focus on patient care.

**CHALLENGE:**
Clinicians are constantly on the move and struggle to print to the correct printer.

**SOLUTION:**
End-to-end mobile solutions

Using the HP Advance mobile app on Zebra's point-of-care TC52-HC handheld touch computer, providers can walk up to any HP Healthcare Edition Multifunction Printer, authenticate with the mobile device, and release critical patient documents. Clinicians use the same familiar device they use for other tasks, so the process is fast and easy. And workflows follow clinicians wherever they go.
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Make workflows work for you with HP Healthcare Print Solutions.